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DNS Infrastructure



DNS servers

.LT DNS servers:

a.tld.lt - IPv4, unicast, few redundant servers

b.tld.lt - IPv4, IPv6, anycast, 3 locations

c.tld.lt - IPv4, IPv6, anycast, 42 locations (CommunityDNS)

d.tld.lt - IPv4, IPv6, anycast, 4 locations

e.tld.lt - IPv4, IPv6, anycast, 2 locations

f.tld.lt - IPv4, IPv6, anycast, 2 locations (ongoing development)



monitoring

Server/services monitoring using ICINGA (NAGIOS)

Statistics (CPU, memory, network, etc.) monitoring using 
CACTI

DNS traffic monitoring using proprietary software (SQLite 
for logs, RRD for graphs, PCAP/NFLOG for packet 
capture)



DNS traffic monitoring



DNS protection

Firewall based DNS protection using xt_dns and 
xt_hashlimit for iptables

Response Rate Limiting (RRL) add-on to BIND and NSD 
DNS servers. 



DNS queries by type



DNS queries by TTL



DNS query Limiting



DNSSEC in .LT



.LT DNSSEC realization

FIPS 140-2 level 3 HSM used for signing.

Interface with HSM using PKCS#11

Real world 400 RSA 1024bit signatures per second.

Private key can be transferred to new HSM only using 3 of 5 
smart-cards.



.LT DNSSEC parameters

KSK :
RSA/SHA-256 encoding algorithm
4096bit length
Changing every year

ZSK :
RSA/SHA-256 encoding algorithm
1024bit length
Changing every month
Use of NSEC3 with OPT-OUT

SALT (10B) with 5 iterations used for HASH. SALT 
change every 24h.

http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml
http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml
http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml
http://www.iana.org/assignments/dns-sec-alg-numbers/dns-sec-alg-numbers.xhtml


.LT DNSSEC records

DS records can be entered together with .lt domain delegation 
(NS) records:

DS key ID (KEYTAG)
Algorithm (DSA/SHA1, RSA/SHA1, DSA-NSEC3-SHA1, 
RSASHA1-NSEC3-SHA1, RSA/SHA256, RSA/SHA512)
HASH type (SHA1, SHA256)
HASH



.LT DNSSEC timeline

2012-01-20 .lt zone signed in test system.
2012-12-13 12:00 signed .lt zone, DS records from registrars 
are accepted.
2013-01-31 DNSSEC signing ceremony in KTU data center. .lt 
domain DNSSEC signatures were generated.
2013-02-20 DNSSEC in .lt enabled after IANA placed .lt 
domain DS records in root DNS servers.



.LT DNSSEC ceremony



Private data 
protection in .lt



Private data in .LT

By default:

If domain name registrant is private person, only his initials and 
contact e-mail address is visible in public web WHOIS database.

Domain name registrant data is not shown via 43 port WHOIS 
database.



Private data disclosure

Registrant himself can specify which of his personal data is 
shown publicly in WHOIS. This can be done via .LT domain 
registrant extranet.



Thank  You!
Questions ?


